
T E C H N I C A L  D A T A  S H E E T

PACKAGING
Item code : 100091 - aerosol of 650 ml - 12 units a box

GALVA + aerosol
ZINC COLD GALVANIZER, HIGH TEMPERATURE,
GLOSSY FINISH

DESCRIPTION 
Recommended for a durable protection of all metal parts, ferrous type or alloys.
Contains Zinc to 99,99% of purity.Ensure to the coatings constant thickness, with
homogeneous aspect and brilliance. Film being characterized by the great
quality of its aspect This galvanizer resists temperatures of 550 °C, without
degrading itself; this characteristic allows to the user any employment on body
subjected to very strong temperatures. Moreover, the coating carried out is
weldable (except under argon).
This cold galvanizer offers many advantages:
- Galvanic protection, with principle of oxydoreduction obtained to 100 %.
- Protection against thermal, but also chemical corrosion.
- Film made, without run-out, extra thickness, not degrading itself at the time
of applications on screwed assemblies.
- Very great covering capacity, except dust quickly, allowing an application on

all types of sites.
- Finished perfect, brilliant aspect.
- After total polymerization (24 hours at 25 °C), paintable, with all types of

paintings. 
- No need to purge the aerosol after application.
This galvanizer allows a general-purpose action, for the protection of all
galvanized metals, after mechanical or welding recovery, as well as for the
prevention of corrosion and oxidation.

USABLE FROM -50°C TO +550°C UNINTERRUPTED.

FIELDS OF USE
Galvanic protection.
Protection of all metal parts not covered
Recovery of galvanized hot-setting pieces.
Treatment of aspect.
Recovery after machining or welding.
Preparation of surfaces.
EDF line poles, safety fences, traffic signs.
Industrial smokestacks, supports, conduits, connections.
Machine supporting members, crankcases, car bodies, architecture elements.
Rivet heads, fixing, roofing pins, screwed assemblies.
Bodies of electric motors, pump housing, water meters.
Door hinges, joints, metal doors, metal frames.
Grillages, fences, openables.
Sanitary facilities, heat pumps, air conditioning mechanism.
Heating installations, returns of vat sealing.
Electric material, travelling material, sanitary facilities.
Protection of nails or screws and bolts before plaster coating.

Great finished
High temperature

Fast drying
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The information appearing in this document is based on the current state of our knowledge relative to the product concerned in
all honesty. The characteristics indicated can in no way be construed as sales specifications. Besides, the users' attention is
drawn to the possible risks incurred when a product is used for purposes other than those for which it was designed. At the
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which are the property of MMCC SA and thus, constituting an asset, shall not be disclosed to third parties under the French act
of July 11, 1979.



MORE ECONOMICAL
Many aerosols are conditioned with butane-
propane. Except the obvious risk on a safety
plan, the quantities of butane-propane
implemented to condition an aerosol are
largely higher than a compressed gas of CO2
type. It results, in spite of a net volume of
filling more important, a smaller quantity of
active matter which penalizes surface covered
with an aerosol.

MORE HOMOGENEOUS
Galvanizing GALVA +, applied without excess to
all parts to be protected from corrosion,
makes it possible to carry out homogeneous
films, without run-out, without orange skin.

COVERING POWER FOR AN AEROSOL OF 650 ML
• Butane-propane galvanizer : approximately 4 m²

• CO2 GALVA + galvanizer : 12 m²

FILM ASPECT
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MORE PROTECTIVE
The standard NFX 41.002 defines the test
conditions of salt spray test and determines
the protection of a covered surface against
physical, chemical and biological agents.

The Standard ISO 4628/3 makes it possible to
evaluate the degree of rust at the end of the
test.

MORE RESISTANT
After polymerization, the coatings are
particularly adherent on the surfaces, have an
excellent scratch resistance and do not
transfer at the time of their handling.
Adhesion is appreciated by tests of slow
stamping following AFNOR T30-019, after
which one observes the changes of aspect, the
crackings and separations. 

After 240 hours : 
GALVA + galvanizer 
Classified RI 0
No degradation of the
surface.

After 240 hours :
Classical galvanizer
Classified RI 5
Rusting degree: 
100 % of the surface.
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ANTICORROSIVE PROTECTION
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PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE GALVANIZER

PROPERTIES STANDARD VALUES UNIT

Aspect Resin liquefied
Colour Visual Grey metallized, glossy
Vapor density at 1013 KPa for air = 1 3.4
Density at 20°C NF EN ISO 12 185 1337 kg/m3

Physical aspect Visual Fluid
Nature of the oil or resin Resin Methyl
ODP Ozone Depleting Potential 0 factor
Temperatures of use -50 +550 °C
Flash point, closed cup ISO 2719 None °C
Dust dry at 25°C 3 minute
Touch dry at 25°C 20 minute
Time of polymerisation at 25°C 24 hour
Anticorrosive protection
(Salt spray test) NFX 41002 240 hour
Degree of rust after 120 hrs ISO 4628/3 0 score
Degree of rust after 240 hrs ISO 4628/3 0 score
Degree of rust after 300 hrs ISO 4628/3 2 score
Degree of rust after 1056 h ISO 4628/3 5 score
Humid film thickness 8 μ
Dry-film thickness 6 μ
Odour Olfactive Pronounced

RECOMMANDATION

A galvanizer is a cold surface treatment. The user will have care to pulverize it on a beforehand
degreased surface, without trace of oxidation. It will be advisable to eliminate as well as possible
by brushing, or sandpapering, all traces of rust, and by cleaning with solvents, all traces of oil or
stain. Agitate before use until separation of the ball. Apply to approximately 15 cm of surface. Do not
purge aerosol after use.
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